Abstract-We consider the effective degrees of freedom (DoF) achieved by interference alignment when channel state information (CSI) is acquired by training and feedback. For a flat blockfading K ×K interference channel with power P per transmitter and M antennas per node, we show that interference alignment achieves higher DoF than orthogonal transmission (e.g., TDMA) only if the channel coherence time is large and the capacity of feedback link is at least as Θ(log P ). Under this condition, to maximize the effective DoF, each receiver needs to feed back CSI via (M 2 − 1) log P bits per coherence interval; smaller growth rate of feedback bits will decrease the effective DoF. We also show that in the presence of training and feedback cost, K = 3 achieves the optimal DoF for a broad range of channel characteristics; with larger number of user pairs, the DoF falls short of its optimum and beyond a certain point becomes a decreasing function of K.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference alignment is a class of promising transmission schemes that allows multiple pairs of transmitters and receivers to share the same spectrum. Each user pair can achieve half of the degrees of freedom (multiplexing gain) that can be achieved without interference [1] . For example, a K × Kuser interference network with M antennas per user has a sum degrees of freedom (DoF) of KM/2. To achieve the full DoF, the full channel state information (CSI) is required, with in general an infinite symbol extension.
Among the alignment schemes, spatial (signal space) interference alignment [2] requires no symbol extension (thus little delay) and is promising in practice [3] . A variety of schemes on spatial precoding design are proposed [4] , [5] , which require either full CSI or iterative approach with channels being reciprocal. Recently, Ayach et al. [6] considered that transmitters obtain CSI via analog feedback, while Thukral et al. [7] and Krishnamachari et al. [8] applied limited feedback [9] for CSI exchange. For limited feedback, it had shown that if the number of feedback bits grows logarithmically with signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), the full DoF is sustained in constant (non-fading) channels.
In this paper, we study the effective DoF achieved by interference alignment when both training [10] and limited feedback [9] are taken into consideration. We have found both lower and upper bounds of ergodic sum DoF for block-fading channels. It is shown that at high SNR, interference alignment outperforms orthogonal transmission schemes (e.g., TDMA) when the channel coherence time is large and the capacity of the feedback link scales at least Θ(log P ). In this case, feeding back (M 2 − 1) log P bits from each receiver achieves the optimal DoF, given alignment is feasible [2] . We have also found that in many practical scenarios, a small number of user pairs suffices to achieve the optimal effective DoF. For example, K = 3 user pairs maximize the effective DoF for a coherence interval ranging from 150 to 600 symbols and the number of antennas M from 2 to 8; with higher number of user pairs, the effective DoF becomes a decreasing function of K.
Notations: Throughout the paper, the boldface low-case letter a stands for vector while upper-case A represents matrix. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes system model. In Section III we outline our approach by taking training and feedback into consideration. Section IV formulates the effective DoF and analyzes its lower bound and upper bound. Discussions and simulation results on the requirement of feedback bits and coherence interval are included in this section as well. In Section V, the optimal number of user pairs is investigated. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A K × K narrowband interference channel is considered where transmitters and receivers are equipped with M antennas each. The signal at receiver k is:
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M ×M is the channel coefficient matrix between the transmitter and the receiver k. In the above, z k ∈ C M ×1 is additive noise with distribution CN (0, σ 2 I). In this paper, we consider a block-fading model where the channel coefficients remain constant for T -symbols (a block). Each entity of H k is i.i.d. CN (0, 1).
In interference alignment, the transmitter sends d data streams (spatial multiplexing) simultaneously; more precisely:
where v p ∈ C M ×1 is the unit-norm precoding vector associated with s p , the data stream p. Each transmitter has the total power constraint P , which is equally allocated to their data streams, i.e., E[ s
At the receiver k, a receiving vector u q k ∈ C M ×1 for data stream q is applied to suppress the interference from other streams:
With full CSI, the precoding and receiving vectors in interference alignment should satisfy
The specific designs of the precoding and receiving vectors can be found in, e.g., [4] , [5] .
III. INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT WITH TRAINING AND FEEDBACK
In this paper, training [10] and feedback [9] are used to acquire and exchange CSI which is required for interference alignment. Specifically, it consists of the following steps.
1) Forward Link Training:
All transmit antennas send a pilot symbol in a time-division manner over K × M timeslots (symbols) [10] , [11] . Each receiver estimates their channels from all the transmitters. For simplicity, we assume the channels are estimated perfectly.
2) Channel Quantization: After obtaining CSI at the receiver k, it quantizes H k into N f bits [9] , for = 1, · · · , K, resulting in a total of N f K quantization bits at one receiver. More precisely, H k is expanded into a vector
, and the direction of h k , i.e.,h k =
where w i is of unit-norm.
3) Channel Feedback:
We assume a shared feedback channel that allows B f feedback bits per symbol duration (of forward link) to be received simultaneously by all the transmitters. The receivers feed back the index of the chosen codeword h k via the feedback channel sequentially. In order for the transmitters to obtain the quantized version of all channels, feedback overhead is equivalent to K 2 N f /(cB f ) 1 symbol durations of the forward link, where c is the code rate of the error correcting code for feedback bits.
In addition, depending on the infrastructure of the whole system, unless the reverse channel is already known at the transmitter, another KM symbols are required for training of the reverse link, assuming the same training process is used as the forward link. Consequently, the total time slots spent on training is τ KM, where τ = 1 or 2 depends on whether reverse training is required or not.
4) Interference Alignment with Quantized CSI:
The transmitters reshapeĥ k to form a quantized channelĤ k for precoding design. The precoding vectors {v q k } are calculated by regardingĤ k as the true channel,
where {û q k } is the receiving vector for the data stream q at the receiver k. The data stream q is decoded by correlating y k withû q k to suppress the interference from all other data streams (from the same and different transmitters). Thus we have
Therefore, the rate of data stream q at the receiver k is
where
Note that I k,1 is the intra-user interference from the transmitter k and I k,2 is the inter-user interference from other transmitters.
IV. EFFECTIVE DOF OF INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT
We analyze the sum DoF achieved by interference alignment under practical scenarios where the resource used to obtain CSI is considered. In this case, the channel coherence time and the capacity of the feedback link have significant impacts on the effective DoF as well as the optimal feedback strategy. On one hand, the receivers may quantize their channels with higher precision (larger N f ), which will intuitively lead to smaller interference (due to channel quantization error) at the receivers. Nevertheless, this also requires more system resource thus reducing the resource available for data transmission. On the other hand, the receivers may use fewer feedback bits so that more resources are available for data transmission, though the interference at the receivers is also increased. We aim to characterize the optimal choice of N f .
Taking into consideration of training and feedback described in Section III, the normalized effective sum rate is
where B f is the capacity (bits per forward link symbol) of the feedback link. The effective DoF (DoF) is therefore
Previous results had shown that N f should grow linearly with log P to limit the interference power [12] , [7] , [8] . In this paper, we consider N f as a more general function of P , denoted as N f (P ).
A. Lower Bound
For brevity, we only focus on one term, e.g., E [R q k ], in the summation in (15) ; the analyses of other terms are the same.
First, we rewrite
where the (m − 1)M + th element of b
, respectively. Therefore, based on the results in [7] , [8] ,
Similarly,
From (12), we have:
Substituting (18) and (19) into (20) gives
Now, we consider the order of interference power
Naturally, α is less than or equal to 1 (with equality indicating a constant number of feedback bits). On the other hand, it is unnecessary to make α < 0, in which case the noise dominates and the whole system is noise-limited rather than interference limited. We focus on α = 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1 in the following.
1) α = 0: In this case, N f (P ) = (M 2 − 1) log P . The
M 2 −1 P is bounded as P goes to infinity, and the whole denominator in (21) approaches a constant as P grows. We have
where f 1 (H) is a function dependent on channel statistics but independent of P .
2) 0 < α ≤ 1: We have N f (P ) = (1 − α)(M 2 − 1) log P , and the noise power σ 2 in (21), compared with P α , becomes negligible at high SNR. Thus
where f 2 (H) is also independent of P .
B. Upper Bound
Define (8) and (9), we have
By the Jensen inequality, we have
where λ max (H kk ) is the largest eigenvalue of H kk and
. The step (A) holds because of discarding non-negative terms I k,1 , σ 2 and other terms in I k,2 . The step (B) follows from the independence between H kk and H k , k = . The normalized quantization error
has an asymptotic probability density function (pdf) that is independent of N f [13] . Due to the independence between the norm and angle of vec(H k ), we have [14] 
is a constant. Substituting (28) into (26), we have
The upper bound holds for both α = 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1.
C. Effective DoF
Note that for either α = 0 or 0 < α ≤ 1, the lower and upper bounds coincide except for a constant (independent of P ). Therefore, the ergodic rate of the data stream q at the pair k can be written as
in both cases.
In the following, we analyze the effective throughput using this general form.
From (15), B f should be at least on the same order of N f = Θ(log P ); otherwise, it is impossible to feed back the quantized CSI within a coherence block. For purpose of illustration, we write B f = β log P . Substituting (30) and B f into (16), then we have
Due to the symmetry of all user pairs, d k = d for our consideration of spatial interference alignment. From [2, Theorem 1], we have the feasibility requirement
Thus, the effective DoF writes as
Note that (33) is a quadratic function of (1−α); the maxima of the function is achieved when
The corresponding D is 
In order for interference alignment to achieve a larger DoF than the orthogonal transmission, it requires that
which is out of the domain 0 ≤ (1 − α) ≤ 1. Because of the quadratic property of D in (33), the optimal value of (1 − α) should be 1, namely, α = 0. Hence, large feedback N f (P ) = (M 2 − 1) log P maximizes the effective DoF. To verify the above results, consider a numerical example where T = 600, 3 c = τ = β = 1 and K = 3, M = 2. The simulated effective sum rates versus SNR are plotted in Fig. 1 , where random vector quantization [15] is employed for CSI feedback with N f = (1 − α)(M 2 − 1) log(SNR) bits. At high SNR, the slopes of the simulated sum rates are almost identical to that of the analytical result (33) (see the reference lines) for both α = 0 and 0.2. With large feedback bits (α = 0), only a constant loss exists in the effective sum rate with limited feedback, compared to that with genie-aided CSI, which indicates that (M 2 −1) log P bits of CSI feedback preserves DoF. Furthermore, the results also imply that α = 0 is optimal: for α = 0.2, the sum rate has smaller DoF than α = 0, though it still achieves higher DoF than orthogonal transmission. Finally, if the number of feedback bits is fixed, e.g., N f = 10, the effective sum rate does not increase with SNR and the system becomes interference limited. Now, we characterize the minimum requirement of coherence interval to perform interference alignment. Since α = 0 is optimal, we concentrate on this case throughout the rest of the discussion; from (33):
From (38) and (36), in order for D > D OT , T should satisfy:
K+1 . Eq. (39) offers a guideline on determining when to favor interference alignment over orthogonal transmissions. If T is small, the overhead (due to training and feedback) of interference alignment will counteract the gain over orthogonal transmissions, or even result in throughput loss. If T is large enough (static channels), interference alignment will attain higher DoF than orthogonal schemes. Intuitively, overhead is negligible for large T , and in this case the alignment is almost equivalent to that with perfect CSI, which is known to outperform orthogonal transmission.
V. OPTIMAL NUMBER OF COOPERATIVE USER PAIRS
With priori CSI, the sum DoF achieved by interference alignment grows with the number of user pairs K and antennas M [1] , however, once considering the resource to obtain CSI, the effective sum DoF may not increase as K and M grow. For example, given capacity of the feedback link, coherence interval and M , we can select fewer pairs to collaborate in the alignment, requiring smaller overhead (due to training and feedback), and thus leaves more resource for data transmission. But since a smaller number of user pairs are active, the overall throughput may be reduced. Another choice will be to select more user pairs to collaborate, however, it requires larger overhead and may limit the resource for data transmission. Thereby, an optimal choice of cooperative pairs K (and M ) shall exist, which is further shown to depend on the capacity of the feedback link and the channel coherence time.
We first inspect the effective DoF given by (38); the overhead term
is a monotonically decreasing function of K, which indicates that the more cooperative user pairs, the more training and feedback overhead is required. Indeed, in term of overhead cost, M has the same impact as K, which is easily seen from (40). Then, we note that the DoF term
increases 4 with K. Therefore, it is desirable to find K to maximize the effective DoF (the product of two terms). Now, we consider B f goes to infinity, i.e., the receivers can feed back CSI with infinite preciseness and zero delay; the effective degrees of freedom is
The optimal number of cooperative pairs is therefore
One can verify that, K ∞ opt is up to 9 for T = 150 and 11 for T = 600 (with the same parameter settings as previous analysis), which serves as an upper bound on the number of users.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown, both analytically and numerically, that the channel coherence time and the capacity of feedback link are critical for spatial interference alignment when taking the training and feedback into consideration. Given sufficient coherence interval and feedback capacity, the optimal effective DoF is achieved if each receiver feeds back (M 2 − 1) log P bits of CSI to the transmitters; insufficient feedback bits might result in even a smaller DoF than that of orthogonal transmission schemes. For many practical scenarios, we have found that a small number of user pairs suffices to achieve the optimal effective DoF, and it is unnecessary or suboptimal to include large number of user pairs to cooperate.
